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Low Noise HEMT with Self-Aligned Gate Structure
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Low noise IIEMTs (tti.gfr Electron Mobility Transistors) with self-aligned gate
structure have been suceessfully developed using d.irect electron bean
lithography and selective-d.ry etching teehnique. Their souree resistances are
reduced to one half of the previous result. The 0.{ pn gate length HEMT yielded
1.08 dB noise figure with 12,7 dB associated gain at 12 GHz and.1.7 dB noise
fi-gure with 8.8 dB associated. gai-n ai 20 GHz. These are conparable to the best
results yet reported for quarter-micron gate GaAs MESFETs.

1. fntroduction
a selectively doped GaAs/nAlGaAs single heterojunction structure offers new
possibilities for nicrowave devices [1 ] , l2l,
[3J. Uigfrer frequency operation and lower-noise
perfornance than GaAs MESFETs are expected of
HEMTS, due to hlgh electron mobility and high
saturation velocity of a two-dinensional electron
gas (2OnG) at the heterojunction lnterface.
We have already reported. on the nicrowave
performance of HEMT with 0.5 pn gate length[1 ].
Its cut-off frequency is 3O GHz which is 20 %
higher than GaAs MESFETs and its nolse figure is
1.4 d.B at, 12 GHz.
To nake further i-nprovenent in noise
perfornance, it is neeessary to know the relation
between noise figure and device parameters of
HEMT. For GaAs MESF'ETs, there is the well-known
formula obtained by Fukui[],]. For HEMT, recently,
Wu et a1.[5]r calculated the drain thernal noise
and gate induced noise, using the sinple drain
current nodel. However their eaLculation did not
includ.e the parasitic resistance effect. In an
actual device, parasitic resistances play an
inportant role in deternining a devi-ce noise
figure. Thus, in addition to thelr caleulation
model, we take account of parasitic resistance
effect. We followed their calculation to obtain
insight into the IIEMT noise perfornance relative
to device paraneters.
HEMT based. on

calculation result shows that HEMT with
shorter gate length and with lower source
resistance has the lor"rer noi_se flgure. To red.uee
source resistance we developed the self-aligned
gate technique. It uses an anisotropic dry
etching technique i_nstead of wet-chenical
etehing. The d.evice with self-aligned gate
structure exhibited the extremely Lor.r noise
figure of 1.08 dB at 12 GHz.
This paper d.escribes the noise figure
calculation, fabrication process and n.oise
perfornanee of self-aligned gate IIEMTs.
The

2. Modeling of HEMT noise figure
In the eaLculation of HEMT nolse figure, it
is assuned that electron nobility is constant
throughout the channel, and that drain current
saturation oecurs when the eleetric field. in the
channel reaches the critical value 8". The drain
current in a HEMT device i.s d.eternined by
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where F is the nobility, Cg= r W Lg/d is the gate
eapaei-tance, W is the ehannel wid.th, L* is the

gate length, d is the AlGaAs thickness, e i-s the
dielectrlc constant of AlGaAs, and V(x) is the
ehannel potential at x. The only nolse consid.ered.
in this rnodel is the Johnson noi_se. The noise at
the drain current saturation region is not

consideredr since the noise figure does not
change significantly with lncreasing drain
voltage once the lmee point of draj.n current has
been reached. The HEMT noise figure is calculated
at the knee of the drain current-voltage
characteristj-cs. Also we i-gnored the hot electron
effect, To calculate the noise figure, we used
the expressi-on of the power spectrum density of
drai-n thernal noise ancl induced gate noise which
are calculated by trtlur et a1.t
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fornula Url, that shortening the gate length and
nininizing the parasitic gate and source
resi-stances are essential to lower the noise
figure. Accordi-ng to these results, HEMTs with a
shorter gate length and a lower source resistance
than the previous onesr were fabricatecl by using
the self-a1lgned gate technique.

2.O

gtr

also used the expresslon for the ninimun noise
flgure of a GaAs MESFET obtained by Pucel, et a1.
[6],
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where P is drain noise coefficientr R is gate
noise coefficient, C is noise correlation
coefficient, R, is a source reslstance and RU is
a gate resistance.
When parasitic resistances renainr the
second terrn of the square root 1n Eq. (1 ) makes
order
To first
the mai-n contribution.
approxination, when the Kr term is ignored, the
optirnun value Fo of the ninimun noise figure can
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where t is operating frequency. Eq. (2) shows
that a devi-ce with a thicker AlGaAs layer and
with a snaller gate width has a lower optinun
noi.se figure. As a resultr sma11 C* devi.ces and
1ow g, devices are expected to have a 1ow noise
figure. Since gate frlnging capacltance is not

consldered in this nodel, there should be an
optinal value for AlGaAs thickness and gate
width.
Fig. 1 shows the dependence of the optinal
value of the mininun nolse figure on the gate
length and the parasitic resistances. It can be
seen, like the result obtained by seni--enpirical

Parasitic resistance (O)

Fig,
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Calculated optinum noise figure as a
function of parasitic resistance for
gate length of 0.3 Pm, 0.4 Fn and
0.5 Pn.

3. Device fabrication
The epitaxial layers for IIEMTs were grown by
nolecular bean epitaxy. The layers consist of
undoped GaAs, Si-doped n-type AlGaAs, n-type
AlGaAs with the rnole fraction of AlAs gradually
changed, and n-type GaAsr oD 2-inch diameter
GaAs wafer. The doping
seni-lnsulated
concentration is 2 x 10"/"tt. Growth temperature
is 680oC. To reduce the ohnic contact resistance,
the n-GaAs cap layer was added. The gradually
changed AlGaAs layer was grown to elininate the
discontinuity in the conduction band between nAlGaAs and n-GaAs, and to obtain low source
resistance. HaIl nobility of the Z-dimensional
electron gas was about 6000 "t7V'" at roon
ternperature. Undoped AlGaAs It spacer layer rr was
not grown in the heterojunction, to obtaln as
high sheet carrier density and 1ow sheet
resistance as possible. This structure was
adopted to produce a HEMT with a 1ow noise figure
at roon teuperature.
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Fig. 2

cross-sectional view of self-a11gned gate IIEMT.

were fabricated with 0.4 pm gate
length and 200 pn total gate width. The channel
length between source and drain contacts is
1.6 pn. Fabricatlon process is simple. To
isolate the nesa, Si-doped n-type layers were
wet-chenlcal etched. Source-drain contact areas
were defined by photolithography. Ohmic metals
oC.
AuGe/Au were lifted off and alloyed at /r50
It
is confirmed that the alloyed region reaches to
the buried 2DEG. Gate areas were delineated by
di.rect eleetron beam lithography.
To make the self-aligned gate structure
(Fig. 2), ttre anisotropic dry etching technique
wlth vertical wa1l character was used. The GaAs
cap layer of the gate region is selectively
removed by this teehnique. Using the mask resist
of the dry etching process, evaporated A1 gate
netal was llfted off, Since the gate netal and
the n-GaAs layer were self-a1lgned, the source
resistance uas reduced fron 4 el to 2.5C2.
Patterned gate length is 0.5 pm but angled
evaporation of AL reduced the device gate length
to about 0./i pn. The etching gas is composed of
CC12F2 and He. The dry etching process is
essenti-ally a self-terminated one. The unifornity
of the pinch-off voltage (-2.0 V) is exeellent.
We have not found any significant damage to the
HEMTs
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Drain f-V characteristics.
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S-parameters

of self-aligned gate

IIEMT.

mounted on carriers wlth 0.38 nn alunina
microstrip input and output transnission lines,
which were sI1cl into a test fixture. The Sparaneters were measured over a Z-18 GHz
frequency range, using an automatic network
analyzer. Fig. /, shows S-parameters at 10 mA

2DEG.

lr. Perfornance
The drain f-V characteristics of the HEMT
are shown i-n Fig. 3. Because of the conductlon of
the 1ow nobillty electrons in the AlGaAs layer,
the transconductance was low at 1ow gate
voltages. The naximurn transconductance was {0 nS,
that is 200 nS/nn gate width.
For nicrowave evaluation, HEMT chips were

drain current.

The

small phase rotatlon of

511

indicates snal1 gate capacitance corresponding to
the low transconductance, These S-parameters were
then used to deternine the naxi.nun available
gain, the current gain, and the equivalent
circuit elenent values.
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Noise figures were neasured at 12 GHz and
19.6 GHz. Tuning was done by gold chips along the

lnput and output l1nes of the carrier.
Fig. 5 shows the drain current dependence of
mininum nolse figure and associated gain at 19.6
GIIz. Extrenely 1ow noise figure and high gain
was obtained at samll drain current. 1.08 dB
noise figure with 12.7 dB associated gain at
12.GIIz and 1.7 dB noise f igure with 8.8 dB
associated gain at, 19.6 GIIz were obtained. Fig. 5
shows the neasured noise figure and the frequency
dependence of the calculated noise figure for
parasitic resistances of 4Q, 1C2and 05J.
5OE2

Table 1 sumnarizes the device paraneters and
the noise perfornance of the HEMTs with 0.4 ,rn
and 0.5 pn gate length. fn splte of longer gate
length I{EMTs exhibit noj-se figures comparable to
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noise figure and associated
gain as a function of drain current.
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the best data for quarter-nicron gate GaAs
MESFET. With further reduction of gate length and
source reslstance, further inprovement of noise

a
92.5

perfornance can be exPected.
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5. Concluslon
High electron mobility transistors with
self-allgned gate structure have been developed.
With the reduced gate length and source
resj.stance, IIEMT exhibited 1.08 dB noise figure
with 12.7 dB associated gain at 12 GHzr and
1.? ilB noise figure with 8.8 dB associated gain
at 19.6 GHz. These results show the great
potential of HEMTs for low noise appllcation.
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